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Abstract

Over the past two decades, significant advancements have been made regarding the material formulation, iterative design, and clinical translation of metallic bioresorbable stents. Currently, magnesium-based stent devices have remained at the forefront of bioresorbable stent material development and use. Despite substantial advances, the process of developing novel absorbable stents and their clinical translation is time-consuming, expensive, and challenging. These challenges, coupled with the continuous refinement of alternative bioresorbable metallic bulk materials such as iron and zinc, have intensified the search for an ideal absorbable metallic stent material. Here, we discuss the most recent pre-clinical and clinical evidence for the efficacy of bioresorbable metallic stents and material candidates. From this perspective, strategies to improve the clinical performance of bioresorbable metallic stents are considered and critically discussed, spanning material alloy development, surface manipulations, material processing techniques, and preclinical/biological testing considerations.
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1. Introduction

Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death in the United States [1]. Within the last 40 years, angioplasty combined with the deployment of endovascular stents has become the gold standard for restoring the patency of atherosclerotic arteries. Approximately 430,000 endovascular stents are deployed annually in the United States alone [1, 2]. The early success of stenting procedures to revascularize target lesions allowed for their widespread adoption within interventional cardiology, and subsequently shaped the current framework of intravascular interventional procedures. Initially, bare metal stents (BMS) were produced using inert corrosion resistant materials such as stainless steels, cobalt chromium, and shape memory nickel-titanium alloys. Drawbacks associated with these permanent intravascular implants include late thrombosis, inflammation, and vascular smooth muscle cell hyperplasia leading to in-stent restenosis [3, 4]. Recognizing that these pitfalls were in part due to the chronic presence of the metal meshwork in association with a pro-inflammatory disease environment, extensive efforts have aimed to incorporate antiproliferative drug coatings onto BMS platforms termed drug eluting stents (DES) [5], and also to develop fully bioresorbable polymeric stents [6]. Regardless of BMS or DES deployment, de novo neatherosclerosis is the primary failure method at very late time points [7-9]. Due to the many complications associated with permanent stents, there has been a major shift towards clinical research and development of completely bioresorbable stents (BRS) [10].

The serious clinical limitations associated with polymeric BRS, which are directly linked to polymer mechanical properties, have been extensively documented [6]. In addition, the presence of polymer in the human body was found to trigger vascular toxicity and local inflammatory response. Consequently, intrinsically high mechanical strength and ductility accompanied by adequate biocompatibility favors metallic candidates for application as a BRS [11, 12]. Magnesium (Mg), iron (Fe), and zinc (Zn) based materials have emerged as the three main classes of candidate metallic BRS materials due to their ability to biocorrode within the body. Additionally, Mg, Fe, and Zn are present endogenously in relatively high concentrations and play many physiological roles. This means that as these materials corrode, their byproducts will avoid provoking systemic toxicity and will rather be safely metabolized and excreted by natural mechanisms [12].

The process of developing novel absorbable stents and their clinical translation is time-consuming, expensive, and challenging. This is particularly true in the case of metallic absorbable stents, which have to retain biocompatibility throughout the degradation process without producing toxic and/or inflammatory responses or generating harmful degradation products [13, 14]. Material modifications for stents typically involves balancing opposed mechanical requirements, which are essential for successful deployment and long-term biomechanical stability. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the expected stent material characteristics are contradictory: high elastic modulus prevents recoil, low yield strength allows stent expansion at low inflation pressures, high tensile properties after expansion provide radial strength and permit the use of thinner struts, high ductility is needed to undergo plastic deformation during expansion without cracking [15, 16]. Beyond the conventional constraints, absorbable stents incur additional design considerations in material selection and modification, such as degradation profile, biocompatibility of byproducts, and deterioration of mechanical properties due to degradation. Combining the aforementioned mechanical and degradation properties within the same material is extremely challenging [14].
Figure 1. Development of absorbable cardiovascular stents. Contemporary endovascular stents are the product of an iterative design and development process that leverages evolving concepts in vascular biology and materials engineering. Stent development process involves (1) the creation of increasingly safer, more reliable, and more physiologically appropriate stent platform material, (2) stent manufacturing (involving design optimization, and surface engineering), (3) in vitro corrosion & biocompatibility characterization, (4) in vivo animal study & clinical
trials. Absorbable metallic stent technology matures from iterative approaches to evidence-based strategies, incorporating new knowledge obtained from preclinical and clinical studies. Diagram showing compromise between degradation and mechanical integrity of an ideal stent and the stent micrograph were adapted with permission from Ref. [15], Elsevier Created with BioRender.com

Before new stents can be introduced to clinical use, many studies are required to prove safety and compatibility (Fig. 1). Although in vitro experiments yield important information on mechanical and corrosion behavior, and general cytotoxicity, they cannot replace the response of a complex organism. For instance, every implanted material evokes a response from the immune system, with the aim of responding to and eliminating the foreign implant. The host response cannot be simulated effectively with in vitro models, solidifying the need for comprehensive in vivo testing. Additionally, the cellular response to biodegradable metals involves complex coordination from cells residing in the particular tissue in question as well as circulating cells; both of which cannot be replicated effectively in vitro. The comprehensive evaluation of biodegradable stent candidate metals requires in vivo implantation studies.

Absorbable Mg, Zn and Fe are challenging to evaluate due to their dynamic interactive surface and continuous degradation that releases a variety of byproducts, continuously changing the device/tissue interface. This dynamic tissue implant interface is of special interest when evaluating biocompatibility, as it is the focal point of contact between cells and tissues with the material and degradation products [17]. Currently, it is encouraging that Mg-based stents have been successfully applied in patients with limited use, and an Fe-based stent clinical trial is in progress on the IBS scaffold. This motivates clinicians and scientists to consider additional absorbable metallic platforms as well as bioactive surface treatments for BRS applications. Since the translation of metallic absorbable stents is multidisciplinary (as depicted in Fig. 1), which involves material design and preparation, medical device design and fabrication, biological evaluation, clinical assessment, and product registration, it is necessary to establish a cooperative platform between universities, institutes, hospitals, and enterprises to facilitate R&D of BRS stents, as well as their preclinical and clinical studies prior to product marketing [18].

Human trials for advanced absorbable metal-based stents have shown a wide variety of clinical efficacies and adverse events. Although a variety of alloys (and surface treatments) for absorbable metallic stents has been developed and investigated in vivo, the ideal absorbable stent material has not yet been discovered [19]. In this review, we describe the state-of-the-art technology in the field of absorbable metallic stents for cardiovascular applications. We focus on recent developments in the context of preclinical testing and clinical translation and describe important advances in the development of novel materials. Here, the strengths, limitations, and modification strategies of BRS materials are critically evaluated and summarized. While most reviews to date in the metallic BRS field focus primarily on material development, this review will focus on the translation of these developments to clinical and in vivo performance. A specific emphasis will be placed on the biological response to BRS materials. Therefore, contributions featuring clinical or in vivo models will be reviewed comprehensively, while in vitro studies will be used as supplementary material.
2. Stenting

Balloon angioplasty and stenting is a minimally invasive medical procedure when compared to coronary artery bypass grafting. While restoring blood flow is vital for the patient’s survival, expanding the stent against the arterial wall causes widespread damage to the underlying vessel and targeted lesion. The expansion of the balloon and deployment of a stent will denude the endothelial layer, exposing pro-thrombogenic extracellular matrix such as collagen to platelets circulating in the blood [3, 20]. The damage to smooth muscle cells (SMCs) associated with stent expansion elicits a nonspecific inflammatory response and activates vascular SMCs to migrate and proliferate, reducing the luminal cross section. This cellular growth forms into a neointimal tissue protrusion that often occludes the lumen, a process known as restenosis [21, 22].

Figure 2. Generalized complications associated with BMSs and DESs over time (the higher value the higher probability of complications). Both BMS and DESs suffer from similar failure modes at long term implantation, related to the chronic presence of the scaffold material. DAPT: dual antiplatelet therapy, ST: stent thrombosis Created with BioRender.com

The endothelium plays a critical role in regulating the biological response to stents [23]. As denudation of the endothelium is unavoidable when implanting stents, the rate at which the vessel wall and stent struts can reendothelialize is vital for the implant’s success. Indeed, stent strut thickness and geometry must be carefully considered to streamline the hemodynamics in order to improve the rate of reendothelialization, which can ultimately reduce rates of restenosis [24-26]. Vessel walls and stent struts without the protection of a confluent endothelium are at a notably higher risk for thrombus formation [27]. Endothelial cells (EC) also play an important role in regulating neointimal tissue formation, as EC
dysfunction may lead to excessive leukocyte recruitment and SMC proliferation around the stent struts [23]. The injury associated with stent implantation and the presence of foreign material will lead to the recruitment of circulating leukocytes. As part of the foreign body response, these inflammatory cells will attempt to contain, neutralize, or remove the implant. Although inflammation is essential for the artery to heal, high degrees of inflammation worsen the restenosis response [28, 29]. This is because a pro-inflammatory environment will increase the degree of neo-intimal SMC migration and proliferation [30]. For BMSs, SMC hyperplasia is the leading cause of restenosis and failure [31].

1\textsuperscript{st} generation DESs were introduced to reduce rates of restenosis associated with balloon angioplasty and stent deployment and were subsequently replaced with safer 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} generation DES. Critically, DES succeeded in dramatically reducing restenosis rates caused by the nonspecific tissue injury response, yet introduced new problems. Due to delayed healing of the endothelium caused by unintended inhibiting effects of the eluting drug, struts of the implanted DES remain uncovered, elevating acute and chronic stent thrombosis rates for DES as per the red line shown in Fig. 2. BMS also suffer from acute stent thrombosis, but on a time scale of 14-30 days after implantation, as compared to the ~6 month endothelial dysfunction period for DES [32]. Due to the lethality of stent thrombosis, dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT) is recommended for at least 30 days for BMS, and a minimum of 6 months for DES, with time frames extending up to 2 years for DES [32, 33]. Although effective at decreasing overall complications of percutaneous coronary interventions (PCI) and stent implantations, DES are recommended to patients who can complete a minimum 6 month course of DAPT, who satisfy comorbidity risk factors such as diabetes and chronic kidney disease, and who possess complex lesion characteristics. The overall selection of BMS vs. DES in the clinic relies on extensive patient work up, and is evaluated on a case by case basis [32, 33].

Due to the injury response from balloon angioplasty and stent deployment, newly engineered degradable metal stents must support healthy reendothelialization, prevent or avoid excessive inflammation, and avoid worsening the natural SMC hyperplasia response during the life time of the degradable stent (~2 years). If successful, BRS could alleviate the common late term failure modes of both BMS and DES, which include persistent inflammatory responses, very late stent thrombosis, and neoatherosclerosis [6, 7]. This could be of exceptional importance given the fact that PCIs are being used in younger patients, with an expected prognosis greater than 15-20 years of life.
3. Mg stents in the clinic

3.1 Early use of BRS Mg in the clinic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Stent</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Endothelialization</th>
<th>Vessel Performance</th>
<th>Inflammation</th>
<th>Clinical Outcome and Conclusions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[34, 35]</td>
<td>AMS (Biotronik)</td>
<td>Inadvertent ligation of pulmonary artery</td>
<td>Histology at 5 months demonstrated complete endothelialization. NI luminal cells + for VWF</td>
<td>Stent maintained patency of left pulmonary artery for 5 months, and completely dissolved. NI formation up to 100µm thick</td>
<td>Immunostaining demonstrated that the NI was composed of SMCs and no inflammatory cells were observed</td>
<td>Stent was able to maintain patency of artery until it completely dissolved without eliciting any notable negative biological responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>Critical coarctation</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>Recatheterization revealed a decrease in diameter of the stented area, leading to a 2nd stent being implanted</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>The first stent lost mechanical integrity by 15 days. Despite the use of 2 stents, no pathological levels of Mg were detected in the serum of the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>MAGIC EXPLORER (Biotronik)</td>
<td>Stenotic aorto-pulmonary collateral</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>Significant restenosis by 4 month follow up</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>Stent was able to immediately restore patency. Significant restenosis was observed by 4 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Brief summary of first in patient single device investigations for Mg based BRS's. NI: neointima, VWF: Von Willebrand factor*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Stent</th>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Clinical Performance</th>
<th>Limb Salvage Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>Preliminary study for AMS INSIGHT clinical trial - 20 patients with chronic limb ischemia received AMS stent(s) in infrapopliteal arteries.</td>
<td>% Stenosis measured via duplex doppler ultrasound. At discharge, 18 patients had normal blood flow (&lt;20% stenosis) and 2 had 30-40% stenosis. At 1 month, 17 of the 19 surviving patients had 0% stenosis, 1 had 20-30% and one had 60-70%. At 3 months, 13/19 patients had normal blood flow, 4 had partial stenosis, and 2 had complete occlusion. CFDU revealed significant restenosis in 3 patients after 85, 107, and 181 days respectively.</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>12 month follow up for AMS INSIGHT preliminary trial AMS INSIGHT -(n = 74) implanted into the infrapopliteal arteries of patients with chronic limb ischemia (&gt;50% stenosis) compared to just percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) (n = 75) of patients with same conditions</td>
<td>At 6 month follow up, binary restenosis rate (&gt;50% diameter stenosis) and late lumen loss was significantly higher for the BRS group.</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By 1 month, 2 patients in each group received an amputation (2/50 4% for PTA) and (2/59 3.4% for BRS).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2. Clinical Mg BRS trials in treatment of peripheral artery disease.*
Mg based BRS first entered clinic practice on a case by case basis for pediatric applications. Reports from these cases are summarized in Table 1. Zartner et al. reported the use of a Mg alloy BRS to successfully treat an inadvertent ligation of the left pulmonary artery [35]. The stent maintained patency of the left pulmonary artery until it completely degraded. Histology at 5 months revealed complete reendothelialization of the stented area without apparent calcification, necrosis, or structural damage to the arterial wall. The dissolved stent struts had been replaced with a crystalline calcium phosphate material. Immunostaining revealed a neointima composed of SMCs (α-SMA+ cells) without observation of inflammatory cells (CD68+, CD3+, CD79+, or MAC+ cells) at the implant-tissue interface. Complete degradation of the stent led to minimal changes within the vessel wall [34]. Schranz et al. reported the use of a Mg based BRS to successfully treat critical coarctation in a newborn [36]. The stent lost mechanical integrity after 15 days due to corrosion, requiring a second BRS implantation. Following substantial degradation of the two stents, no pathological levels of Mg were detected in the newborn. McMahon et al. reported less favorable results after they implanted a Mg based BRS into a stenotic aortopulmonary collateral artery of a two month old [37]. Although the stent was able to immediately restore patency with no adverse effects, significant restenosis was seen at the 4 month follow up. These initial investigations generated interest to further develop BRS, although it was generally accepted that the corrosion rate was too high.

3.1.2 Mg based BRS clinical investigations

The first preclinical trial was reported by Peeters et al. who implanted Absorbable Metal Stents (AMS) (Biotronik, Berlin, Germany) into the infrapopliteal arteries of 20 patients with critical limb ischemia (CLI) [38]. Late lumen loss as a result of intimal hyperplasia is a major concern for stented small diameter vessels such as the infrapopliteal arteries, which makes BRS an attractive option for this application. The AMS was a Mg alloy stent with a 165µm strut thickness composed of 93 wt% Mg and the balance rare earth elements [41]. A perfect procedural success rate (procedural success defined by no adverse events and < 30% residual stenosis via angiography) and limb salvage rate at both the 3 and 12 month follow ups suggested promising potential for Mg based BRS use in the clinic [38, 39]. However, the degree of restenosis at both 3 and 12 month follow ups suggested that the AMS would benefit from improved mechanical strength and/or a decreased corrosion rate [39].

The preliminary findings reported by Peeters et al. and Bosiers et al. resulted in the AMS INSIGHT trial, which evaluated the performance of Biotronik AMS stents (n = 74) to treat CLI in infrapopliteal atherosclerotic lesions (>50% stenosis) relative to percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA, the standard treatment) (n = 75) [40]. Procedural success was 100% for the Mg based BRS as opposed to 96% for PTA. By the 6 month follow up, significantly fewer arteries maintained <50% patency in the stent group versus the PTA group. In comparison to contemporary stents used to treat CLI, the binary restenosis rate (>50% stenosis) for the AMS was 68.2% as compared to 55.3% and 39.1% for standard permanent BMS and 4% and 0% for standard DES’s in infrapopliteal arteries at 6 months follow up, as
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Stent</th>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Vessel Performance</th>
<th>Target Lesion Failure*</th>
<th>Clinical Outcome and Conclusions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>PROGRESS AMS: 63 patients received AMS stents to treat lesions of 50-99% stenosis in coronary arteries</td>
<td>4 month follow up revealed significant restenosis. IVUS revealed decrease of external elastic membrane volume contributed to 42% of the restenosis and neointimal formation to 45%.</td>
<td>TLF rate was 24% (15/63) at 4 months, all were CD-TLRs. Between 4 and 12 months, 2 more CD-TLRs occurred, for a cumulative 27% TLF rate</td>
<td>Notable restenosis due to vessel recoil and neointimal formation suggested the AMS should be engineered to possess improved mechanical strength/slower corrosion rate, and would likely benefit from a drug eluting coating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>Followed 8 patients from PROGRESS AMS from 12 to up to 28 months</td>
<td>No late developments of neointimal formation or stent recoil. In stent diameter stenosis and late lumen loss actually improved from 4 month to late (12 - 28 month) time points</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>Although short term performance of AMS was not ideal, late follow ups demonstrate positive remodeling after significant stent degradation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>DREAMS (Biotronik)</td>
<td>BIOSOLVE-1: 46 patients had stents implanted in coronary arteries with lesions of 50-99% stenosis</td>
<td>By angiography, a significant amount of diameter stenosis was observed at 6 months, however it slightly improved by the 12 month follow up. IVUS revealed that at 6 months, late lumen loss was as a result of 73% reduction in scaffold cross sectional area and 27% neointimal hyperplasia. At 12 months, it was 69% and 31%, respectively. 7 patients had angiographic follow up at 284 months. In scaffold late lumen loss improved from 0.51±0.46mm at 12 months to 0.32±0.32mm. Late lumen loss improved relative to BIOSOLVE-1/DREAMS 1G. IVUS revealed a decrease in neointimal area from 0.30 mm² for DREAMS 1G to 0.08mm² for DREAMS 2G. In scaffold late lumen loss at 6 months also decreased from 0.65 mm for BIOSOLVE-1/DREAMS 1G to 0.44 mm from BIOSOLVE-2/DREAMS 2G</td>
<td>No additional TLFS occurred between 1 and 3 years</td>
<td>This study demonstrated great long term safety rates of DREAMS 1G and lumen gain at the 3 year time point after the stent is dissolved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>DREAMS</td>
<td>BIOSOLVE-1: 3 year follow up</td>
<td>No additional TLFS occurred between 1 and 3 years</td>
<td>TLF rate was comparable to industry standard DESs. However, the late lumen loss for DREAMS was not comparable to industry standards. Therefore, the results demonstrated the BRS could be further improved to reduce stent recoil and neointimal hyperplasia.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>DREAMS 2G(Biotronik)</td>
<td>BIOSOLVE-2: 123 patients received DREAMS 2G into coronary arteries with of 50-99% stenosis</td>
<td>3.3% (4/123) TLF rate at 6 months (one patient had cardiac death, one had a periprocedural TVMI, and 2 had CD-TLR)</td>
<td>No additional TLFS occurred between 1 and 3 years</td>
<td>Improved performance relative to DREAMS 1G in the BIOSOLVE-1 trial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>DREAMS 2G</td>
<td>BIOSOLVE 2: Up to 12 month follow up</td>
<td>In scaffold late lumen loss and diameter stenosis remained consistent from 6 to 12 months.</td>
<td>No TLF events occurred between 6 and 12 months</td>
<td>Safety and performance of DREAMS 2G stents is sustained from 6 to 12 months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>DREAMS 2G</td>
<td>BIOSOLVE-2: Up to 12 month follow up</td>
<td>No TLF events occurred between 6 and 12 months</td>
<td>No new data</td>
<td>Restoration of vessel geometry and vasomotion were demonstrated at 12 months post implantation, while preserving lumen size between 6 and 12 months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>DREAMS 2G &amp; Magmaris</td>
<td>Same as above but 3 year follow up</td>
<td>Late lumen loss slightly increased from 12 to 36 months (0.39±0.27 mm to 0.54±0.38 mm) for the BIOSOLVE 2 trial</td>
<td>One additional CD-TLR occurred in the BIOSOLVE 2 group by the 3 year follow up, for a final TLF rate of 6.8% (BIOSOLVE 2 only)</td>
<td>TLF rates very comparable to contemporary DESs for up to 3 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[51]</td>
<td>Magmaris (Biotronik) for BIOSOLVE-3</td>
<td>BIOSOLVE-3: 61 patients with same conditions as previous BIOSOLVE studies. BIOSOLVE-2 and BIOSOLVE-3 results pooled together. Evaluation at 12 months</td>
<td>By angiography, late lumen loss at 12 months was essentially the same between BIOSOLVE-2 and BIOSOLVE-3 (in scaffold late lumen loss of 0.39±0.27 mm for DREAMS 2G versus 0.39±0.39 mm for Magmaris).</td>
<td>At 6 months, TLF rate of pooled BIOSOLVE-2 and BIOSOLVE-3 was 3.3% (two cardiac deaths, one TVMI, three CD-TLR). It was 3.3% (2/61) for BIOSOLVE-3 exclusively. No additional TLFS were observed between 6 and 12 months for either group</td>
<td>BIOSOLVE-3 provided further evidence to support the promising potential of DREAMS 2G/Magmaris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>DREAMS 2G &amp; Magmaris</td>
<td>Same as above but 2 year follow up</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>Preliminary trials of Magmaris use to treat STEMI appear to be promising and warrant further study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[53]</td>
<td>Magmaris</td>
<td>Preliminary study for MAGSTEMI: 20 patients received Magmaris stents to treat ST-segment-elevation myocardial infarction</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>Additional stent recoil and neointimal hyperplasia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10
**Target Lesion Failure (TLF) is defined as a composite between cardiac death, target vessel myocardial infarction (TVMI), and clinically driven target lesion revascularization (CD-TLR).**

1. **MAGSTEMI:** Compared Magmaris (n = 74) to Orsiro (n = 76, industry standard DES with same coating) to treat ST-segment-elevation myocardial infarction.

   - **BIOSOLVE-4:** First cohort of 1075 patients with 1121 lesions. Coronary lesions with 50-99% stenosis.

   - Magmaris group had significantly less immediate post implantation in stent lumen gain and significantly higher late lumen loss and diameter restenosis rates at 12 month follow up.

   - By the 12 month follow up, Mg group TLF rate was significantly higher (17.6%, 13/74) versus the DES control (6.6%, 5/76).

   - Magmaris was outperformed by the standard DES Orsiro. Magmaris needs to be further improved to reduce vessel recoil (increase radial strength and potentially decrease corrosion rate).

   - OCT: optical coherence tomography, STEMI: ST-segment-elevation myocardial infarction

---

1. **Magmaris BIOSOLVE-4:** First cohort of 1075 patients with 1121 lesions. Coronary lesions with 50-99% stenosis.

   - According to Kaplan-Meier estimator, TLF rate at 12 months was 4.3% (n = 45) due to 0.2% cardiac death, 1.1% TVMI, and 3.9% CD-TLR.

   - Estimated TLF values suggest great clinical performance.
reported by two separate studies [56, 57]. The authors attributed the suboptimal restenosis of the AMS to stent recoil as a result of the stent corroding too fast and insufficient radial strength. The reports of Mg based BRS use to treat CLI are summarized in Table 3.

The results of the first clinical trial that evaluated the safety and efficacy of Mg based BRS in the coronary arterial environment were published by Erbel et al. in 2007 [43]. The trial, entitled PROGRESS-AMS, consisted of 63 patients who received Biotronik AMSs to treat lesions with 50-99% diameter coronary artery stenosis. All patients achieved procedural success (defined as over 50% reduction of stenosis without major adverse cardiac events before patient discharge) and no acute thrombosis was observed in any patients. However, significant restenosis was observed at the 4 month follow up due to equal contributions of a decrease in external elastic membrane-volume and neointima formation. Although the late lumen loss by 4 months was not optimal, Ghimire et al. reported that at 4 months the degradation of stents in the PROGRESS AMS trial led to a significant increase in vasomotion of their host coronary arteries relative to traditional permanent stents [58]. By one year, major adverse cardiac events (defined as a composite of cardiac death, Q-wave myocardial infarction, or clinically driven target lesion revascularization) were reported in 26.7% of patients. For reference, traditional BMS and DESs had major adverse cardiac event rates of 28% and 6% respectively at 12 months for the same device application [59]. Waksman et al. followed 8 patients from the PROGRESS AMS trial for up to 28 months after the stents had completely dissolved [44]. Their findings demonstrated no late developments of neointimal formation or stent recoil. Interestingly, they reported that in stent diameter stenosis and in stent late lumen loss actually improved from 4 months relative to their very late (12-28 month) follow ups. In summary, the PROGRESS AMS clinical trial served as a proof of concept for Mg based BRS by demonstrating effective deployment and safe corrosion in the atherosclerotic coronary artery environment. Partial corrosion of the BRS at 4 months resulted in improved vasomotion and complete bioresorption led to positive arterial remodeling at very late time points. However, a decrease of external elastic membrane volume is observed at 4 months, likely due to lack of mechanical integrity and stent recoil, demonstrating that the next generation of Mg alloy BRS should be further developed to possess increased mechanical properties and/or a slower corrosion rate. Additionally, the degree of neointimal development and rate of major adverse cardiac events suggested that Mg based BRS could benefit from a drug eluting coating. Therefore, although bare metal Mg alloy stents exhibit excellent biocompatibility in animal models of healthy coronary arteries, the first clinical trial pointed towards the need for a drug eluting coating to achieve acceptable clinical outcomes in the diseased arterial environment of human patients. Indeed, this study motivated engineers and scientists to develop drug eluting coatings for Mg based BRS [60, 61]. Reports related to the results of the PROGRESS AMS clinical trial are summarized in Table 3.

3.1.3 Improvements on AMS

Motivated by the results of the AMS INSIGHT and PROGRESS AMS trials, Biotronik further developed their Mg based BRS to improve the strut geometry and reduce the degradation rate through alloying [45]. The second-generation Mg based BRS, entitled “DREAMS” (Drug Eluting Absorbable Metal Scaffold), featured a paclitaxel eluting polylyactic-coglycolic acid degradable coating, which is a DES industry standard drug delivery system [62, 63]. The DREAMS was evaluated in the BIOSOLVE-1 clinical trial, where 46 patients with 50-99% diameter coronary artery stenosis were treated with DREAMS implants. As with the PROGRESS AMS trial, all patients achieved procedural success (defined by <30% diameter stenosis without adverse cardiac events) and no scaffold thrombosis was observed. Significant restenosis was observed at 6 months, which was mostly the result of a reduction in scaffold cross sectional area. Neointimal
hyperplasia also contributed to the restenosis, but to a lesser degree than for the AMS, due to the DREAMS drug eluting coating. Diameter stenosis slightly improved from 6 to 12 months as the stent degraded and was absorbed, as the contributions of scaffold cross sectional area reduction and neointimal hyperplasia to late lumen loss remained consistent. The consistency between the 6 and 12 month follow ups demonstrated no chronic recoil, negative remodeling, or excessive late neointimal hyperplasia. The rate of target lesion failure (TLF) (composite of cardiac death, target vessel myocardial infarction, and clinically driven target lesion revascularization – referred to as major adverse cardiac events in PROGRESS AMS) for the DREAMS trial drastically improved to 4.7% from 26.7% for the AMS. Seven patients had very late follow ups (28±4 months), which revealed similar findings to the late follow ups for the PROGRESS AMS trial [46]. For DREAMS, in-scaffold late lumen loss improved from 12 months to the very late follow ups and no additional TLFs occurred. Although the TLF rate was very promising and comparable to industry standard DESs, the degree of late lumen loss exhibited by DREAMS at 6 months was significantly greater than industry standard DESs. This suggested that the Mg based BRS should be further improved to reduce recoil and neointimal hyperplasia within the first 6 months.

Biotronik developed a second generation drug eluting Mg based BRS, entitled DREAMS 2G, which featured an improved strut design to increase radial force and flexibility [47]. DREAMS 2G possessed a sirolimus eluting poly-L-lactide coating, which is the same coating as the commercially available Orsiro DES that has demonstrated promising clinical results [64]. DREAMS was evaluated in the BIOSOLVE-2 clinical trial where 123 patients received DREAMS 2G into coronary artery lesions with 50-99% diameter stenosis [47]. In similar fashion as its predecessors, DREAMS 2G exhibited great procedural success and TLF rates, but also significant restenosis by 6 months. Late lumen loss was attributed to both neointimal hyperplasia and late scaffold recoil [65]. However, late lumen loss for DREAMS 2G had improved relative to DREAMS 1G and AMS, largely due to a decrease in neointimal area. The 12 month follow up revealed that late lumen loss and diameter stenosis remained relatively consistent and no additional TLFs occurred from 6 to 12 months [48]. Garcia-Garcia et al. reported that the host vessels exhibited restoration of vessel geometry and vasomotion with the degradation of the DREAMS-2G at 12 months [49]. Twenty five patients from the BIOSOLVE-2 trial volunteered for a 36 month follow up, which revealed that the late lumen loss and diameter stenosis stayed slightly increased from 12 to 36 months [50].

Due to the success of the BIOSOLVE-2 trial, the DREAMS-2G was remarkeated under the name “Magmaris” and evaluated in the BIOSOLVE-3 clinical trial, wherein Magmaris stents (n = 61) were deployed under the same conditions as the previous BIOSOLVE trials [51]. By angiography, late lumen loss at 12 months was essentially identical between BIOSOLVE-2 and BIOSOLVE-3. With the BIOSOLVE 2 and 3 results pooled together (n = 189), the Mg based BRS experienced an exceptional 12-month TLF rate, which was very comparable to the TLF rate of the Orsiro stent (BIOFLOW-2 trial), a permanent drug eluting stent from Biotronik [66]. Another promising finding was that imaging with optical coherence tomography (OCT) revealed no malapposed struts at 6 or 12 months. At the 2 year follow up, no probable or definite thrombosis was observed and the TLF rate was 5.9% [52]. For reference, the TLF rates in comparable studies of industry standard Everolimus eluting CoCr alloy stents were 3.8%, 3.0%, 7.9%, and 8.9% as reported by four separate studies, respectively [67-70]. Considering the Mg based BRS was designed to completely absorb after 12 months, the positive findings at 2 years demonstrate clinical safety after the stent has completely absorbed. Indeed, at the 3 year follow up, only one more case of TLF occurred, for a final rate of 6.3% [71]. Yuichi et al. recently contributed a comprehensive review of the performance of
DREAMS 2G/Magmaris in the BIOSOLVE clinical trials relative to previous clinical trials that evaluated the performance of polymeric BRS [72].

Inspired by the success of the Magmaris stent in the BIOSOLVE-2 and BIOSOLVE-3 trials, the MAGSTEMI clinical trial was launched, which investigated the safety and efficacy of Magmaris stents to treat patients with ST-segment-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). A preliminary study, reported by de Hemptinne et al., implanted Magmaris stents into 20 patients [53]. The preliminary results were very promising, as there was only one case of TLF by the last follow up, which ranged from 59 to 326 days. In the full MAGSTEMI clinical trial, 74 patients received Magmaris stents and 76 patients received Orsiro stents (Permanent DES with same drug eluting coating as Magmaris) to treat STEMI [54]. The Magmaris stent caused significantly less immediate post implantation in-stent lumen gain. Additionally, by the 12 month follow up, the Magmaris group had significantly higher late lumen loss and diameter stenosis, as well as a notably higher TLF rate compared to the Orsiro group. The reports from the BIOSOLVE clinical trials are summarized in Table 3.

3.1.4 Current clinical investigations

In response to the results of the clinical trials, Fajadet et al published a census paper for recommended use of the stents upon commercial launch [73]. The stents were recommended for use in patients with discrete short lesions and a life expectancy greater than 5 years, who are suspected to benefit from regained vasomotion following the absorption of the stent. Although recommended commercial use of the Magmaris stent demonstrates progress in the field of metallic BRS, there remain major limitations. When the performance of Magmaris in the BIOSOLVE trials is compared to the Orsiro DES to treat patients under the same conditions, post procedure diameter stenosis is significantly greater for Magmaris (11.7±5.2% for Magmaris vs 4.9±7.5% for Orsiro, p < 0.001). This is likely due to the reduced mechanical integrity of the Magmaris stent relative to Orsiro even though Magmaris had an original strut thickness of 150 µm as opposed to 60-80 µm for the Orsiro [74]. These findings corroborated with the results of the MAGSTEMI trial. Indeed, there are case reports of Magmaris failure due to mechanical inadequacies [75-77]. The inferior mechanical properties of Magmaris relative to contemporary stent materials limit its use to short, less calcific lesions in cases where the patient has much to gain from the complete resorption of the stent (i.e. they are young and otherwise healthy).

The BIOSOLVE-4 clinical trial, which is currently still in progress, is evaluating the post market performance of Magmaris stents to treat coronary lesions with 50-99% stenosis [55]. The first cohort of 1075 patients with 1121 lesions exhibited a great procedural success rate and a promising TLF rate consistent with contemporary DESs. These results have been summarized in Table 3. So far, the BIOSOLVE-4 trial appears to demonstrate great safety ratings for the Magmaris stents to treat simple lesions. The second cohort of the BIOSOLVE-4 trial is still in progress and will increase the patient size to 2054 patients. The BIOSOLVE-4 clinical trial will serve as a comprehensive post market surveillance of the Magmaris stent to treat patients with symptomatic CAD and single de novo native coronary artery lesions [78].

3.2 New Strategies to improve Mg Performance

The introduction of Mg-based absorbable stents was one of the most important innovations in the continuously evolving field of bioresorbable stents. Although very promising, the initial experience with absorbable Mg stents has raised concerns including fast degradation and excessive release of Mg ions and H₂ gas. In addition, structural and mechanical integrity of Mg stents in physiological solutions over time
has not yet met expectations. Ongoing development in Mg alloys design and processing might resolve these problems. Many investigations have been carried out in an effort to increase the control of Mg biodegradation, both in exploration of new alloys and manufacturing strategies and developing surface modifications and coatings as illustrated in Fig. 3.

By meticulous control of alloy formulation, and microstructural design, significant progress has been made in the development of biocompatible high strength Mg-based alloys with acceptable ductility. Alloying with Ca, Mn, Zn, Sn, Al, Zr, Sr as well as rare earth elements not only increases the mechanical strength through promotion of different strengthening mechanisms but also leads to improved corrosion performance. For instance, a high-strength, low-alloy, high-purity Mg-Zn-Ca alloy has been developed that exhibits high mechanical properties due to the promotion of grain size refinement and precipitation strengthening, together with a slow degradation rate [79, 80]. The reduced corrosion rates and homogenous surface dissolution results from the tailored composition and refinement and redistribution of the intermetallic particles, which leads to formation of anodic second phase particles instead of cathodic ones. Another approach to simultaneously improve the mechanical properties and corrosion behavior is to decrease the grain size by severe plastic deformation techniques (SPD), leading to the formation of ultra-fine-grained materials [81, 82]. While significant effects of grain refining on the corrosion behavior have been reported for Mg in standard electrolytes, only a few studies can be found related to the biomedical applications of SPD processed Mg stents. Regarding the corrosion behavior, the decrease in size of second phase particles and the resulting increase in microstructural homogeneity contributes to remarkably reduced localized corrosion [83]. Moreover, Mg-based bulk metallic glasses have been of interest as prospective materials for biodegradable implants [83]. Due to their homogeneous, single-phase amorphous nature, they exhibit good mechanical properties and are less susceptible to localized corrosion than their conventionally processed counterparts [84].

New manufacturing techniques are also currently under development. One of the key difficulties concerning the assessment of alloy performance is the complexity of producing prototype stents. The use of flat sheet precursors instead of tubular ones can be combined with convectional laser cutting to produce inflatable stent meshes. Such manufacturing routes can be highly advantageous for testing new Mg-alloys combined with more realistic geometries [85]. Additive manufacturing (AM) techniques, especially selective laser melting (SLM), have raised significant attention for producing biodegradable implants [86]. Mg has very low melting and boiling points (905 K and 1363 K respectively) rendering melting based AM processes such as SLM highly unstable due to the vapor accumulation and laser beam diffraction. The high reactivity of the material combined with the micrometric powder feedstock generates safety issues [87]. The research has been mainly focused on the processability, where with optimized machine architectures [88], the geometrical flexibility of SLM could be exploited along with the enhanced mechanical properties owing to the fast cooling rates of the process [89]. If further developed, AM could eventually be a powerful tool for Mg processing in BRS. Areas of interest include better corrosion control, and the use of patient specific dimensions which would allow for customizable Mg BRS devices.
Figure. 3. Limitations of Mg-based absorbable stents and the development strategies to overcome them including material development and surface engineering. Selection of alloying elements for corrosion control and bulk metallic glasses mechanical properties diagrams adapted with permission from references [90] and [91]. Surface Engineering for polymer free delivery adapted with permission from reference [92]Elsevier. Created with BioRender.com

Coatings in absorbable Mg stents have been the focus of recent attention in order to control the degradation kinetics and improve the interaction between the implant and host. In terms of the biological response, the proliferation of endothelial cells is desired to avoid thrombus formation [93]. Drug eluting Mg-based stents coated with polymers (PLLA, PLGA) displayed better performance when compared to Mg BMS in clinical studies. However, the application of polymer for drug elution contributes to DES failure by triggering vascular toxicity and local inflammatory responses [92]. Polymer-free metallic stents where nanoporous or textured metallic surfaces or drug reservoirs are used for drug carriage are being developed as an alternative approach [94, 95]. Randomized trials using polymer-free DESs have shown promising outcomes, however long-term follow-up on a large population is required to assess whether this strategy has clear advantages over polymer coated DES. Kang H. M. et al. recently investigated the feasibility of the novel asymmetrical coating technique on Mg providing an anti-proliferative effect abuminally without affecting luminal endothelialization. They found that sirolimus loaded
PLGA/poly(ether imide) (PEI) coating on abluminal surface suppressed restenosis response, while PEI on the luminal surface substantially lowered the corrosion rate of WE43 stent [96].

In response to surface modifications on Mg substrates, enhanced adhesion of cells alone is not sufficient for appropriate endothelial expression of antithrombogenic markers. An endothelial layer in an activated state loses its protective effect by expression of a pro-coagulant and pro-inflammatory phenotype with downregulated thrombomodulin, nitric oxide (NO) synthesis and reduced heparan-sulfate, while up-regulating ligands for platelet and leukocyte adhesion [97]. The investigation of surface topography could benefit the phenotypic modulation of endothelial cells because some topographies promote physiological endothelial cell function (secretion of extracellular matrix proteins, NO, Prostaglandin, etc.) [98]. Despite improvements in the materials used for resorbable stent platforms and tailoring their surface properties, patients with cardiovascular diseases still require antithrombotic therapy with anticoagulants, antiplatelet agents or both to reduce the risk of thrombosis [32, 92]. Strategies for biomolecule immobilization, in situ regenerating bioactive modifications and on-demand release systems are new directions for the development of smart, responsive absorbable stent surfaces with an extended bioactivity span. These novel trends target specific molecules in biological pathways as compared to current non-specific approaches that are based on anti-proliferative drug eluting coatings [99].

4. Progress of alternative bulk materials; Fe and Zn based stents
Clinical trials featuring Mg based BRS have demonstrated high procedural success and safety rates accompanied by exceptionally low rates of in- scaffold thrombosis and strut malposition (Table 3). However, Mg based BRS will require a drug eluting coating to mitigate neointimal formation, which will likely lead to negative side effects such as delayed endothelialization and the need for a prolonged dual antiplatelet therapy for the patient (>6 months). Overall, key problems with Mg stent biocompatibility from past in vivo studies appear to be mechanically related. The rapid degradation time and scaffold disappearance results in higher vessel recoil and late lumen loss when compared to its leading DES counterparts. Additionally, Mg alloy stents may not be able to match the strength of traditional stent materials, resulting in more acute and late recoil, limiting their application to shorter, less calcific lesions. The lower radial strength of Mg materials necessitates larger struts, which dramatically reduce maneuverability and increase arterial wall injury upon deployment. The use of stronger bulk materials such as Fe or alloyed Zn could result in benefits over Mg-based materials. The attention over Fe and Zn based stents has been growing in the last decade, although they have not yet achieved the clinical maturity as their Mg based counterparts. Hence, the literature is limited to biocompatibility concerns and clinical translation, which are further analyzed in the following sections.

4.1 Fe based materials

4.1.1 Early in vivo examination
Chronologically, Fe based stents were the first metallic BRS to be fabricated and evaluated in vivo [100], likely due to their superior mechanical properties relative to other biodegradable metals and relatively easier manufacturing of the tubular precursor and laser cutting. Early experiences with Fe based stents in animal models demonstrated a mild to moderate inflammatory response with a high degree of variability within and between samples [100-102]. As is typical with foreign body reactions, the initial peri-implant tissue was mainly composed of lymphocytes and granulocytes, with macrophages slowly becoming the predominate cell type over time and the occasional presence of multinucleated foreign body giant cells.
No tissue necrosis was observed in any study. Interestingly, studies reported the presence of Fe laden macrophages ranging in localization from sparse isolated cells to clusters at the implant interface, which were present at time points from 1 to 33 months [100-103]. The solubility of Fe-bearing degradation products is very low in saline solutions, making it difficult for the body to clear them from the implant site [104, 105]. Indeed, the early studies report a pronounced accumulation of corrosion products at the implant site, with adjacent tissue staining positive for Fe residues. As a result, macrophages carry a heavy load in the clearance of ferric and ferrous Fe from the corroding implant, as evident by the Fe containing macrophages at the implant interface [104]. Peuster et al reported the clearance of Fe away from the implant starting at 1 month, as small amounts of Fe-containing macrophages were observed in the para-aortic lymph nodes. The amount of Fe laden macrophages in the para-aortic lymph nodes slightly increased with the corrosion of the implant at 3 months and continued to be observed for the duration of the 12 month study. However, histopathological examination showed no signs of Fe overload/toxicity in the para-aortic lymph nodes or heart, liver, spleen, lung and kidney tissue [101]. This suggests that a moderate level of chronic inflammation will be present and may be required for the lifetime of an Fe-based stent.

4.1.2 Current status and future prospects of Fe stent development

The greatest recognized challenge in the field of Fe based BRS is developing processing techniques and alloyed compositions to increase the corrosion rate. If the stent remains in its host artery for an extended period of time before resorbing, the anticipated benefits of BRS such as the mitigation of late thrombosis and chronic inflammation or the resumption of physiological vasomotion are overshadowed by complications associated with the long-term presence of the implant. The development of nitrided Fe stents gained interest over the past decade due to their increased corrosion rate and mechanical properties relative to pure Fe stents [103, 104, 106-108]. The exceptional mechanical properties of nitrided Fe allow for stents with strut diameters of 70 µm. Studies have fabricated nitrided Fe stents and implanted them into pig or rabbit arteries for an in vivo evaluation, as seen in Table 4. The biological response to the nitrided Fe stents was very similar to the first pure Fe implants (as shown in Fig. 4a). No thrombosis was observed in any of the studies. Moderate degrees of inflammation were observed along with relatively thin neointimal formations comprised primarily of SMCs. Chao et al reported no significant differences in neointimal thickness or area between the nitrided Fe stents and industry standard CoCr stent controls [106]. A pronounced amount of corrosion

<p>| Table 4. Summary of Fe based BRS studies. SEM: scanning electron microscopy, OCT: optical coherence tomography, NA: neointimal area |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Stent</th>
<th>Endothelialization</th>
<th>Histological presentation</th>
<th>Inflammation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| [100] | Pure Fe     | Histology + SEM demonstrated a confluent endothelium                                                                                                                                                                                   | Thin neointimal formation composed of SMCs after 18 months of implant residency.                                                                                                                                            | Moderate inflammation can be observed from histology. Macrophages appeared to contain Fe corrosion products.  
  For 316L and Fe, at 1 day, neutrophils were found infiltrating the media next to the stent struts for both materials. Mild inflammation was seen surrounding the Fe stents starting at 2 weeks. Accumulation of iron laden macrophages within the media and adventitia is reported throughout the duration of the implantation |
| [101] | Pure Fe     | Histology revealed partial endothelialization by 2 weeks and complete endothelialization by 4 weeks.                                                                                                                                 | NA increased over time for both materials. The neointimas for both materials appeared very organized and comprised of SMCs.                                                                                               | There were no statistical differences in injury or inflammation scores between CoCr alloy controls and the Fe stents.   
  At 3 months, inflammatory cells could be observed adjacent to the stent strut. By 6 months, implant corrosion became more obvious and the inflammatory cells were still present. The inflammatory score at 12 months was significantly less than 3 and 6 months. |
| [102] | Pure Fe     | No difference between Fe stents and contemporary permanent controls                                                                                                                                                                     | Histology revealed smaller area for the Fe group, no statistical significance                                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                                                                          |
| [104] | Nitrided Fe | SEM imaging showed a confluent endothelium at 1 month. Endothelialization was complete by 3 months.                                                                                                                                      | Intimal thickness remained constant from 3 to 6 months, but significantly increased at 12 months.                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                                                                          |
| [106] | Nitrided Fe | Although the nitrided Fe stents were trending upwards, the % endothelial coverage was not significantly higher (84.38±14.50% vs. 65.00±22.04%, P=0.057) than CoCr controls                                                                 | Mild to moderate hyperplasia was observed in 6 out of the 8 samples for each group. Severe neointimal hyperplasia was observed in two stents per group.                                                                                 | No tissue necrosis was observed. Immunostaining for macrophages revealed no significant difference in the inflammatory response, where most stents in both groups had no MAC+ cells.                                                |
| [107] | Nitrided Fe | OCT imaging revealed a thin and complete neointimal coverage of the stents by 3 months. Histology demonstrated complete endothelialization by 3 months.                                                                                      | Relatively thin neointimal formations from 3 to 13 months.                                                                                                                                                                    | No signs of tissue necrosis were observed. They report a slight consistent inflammatory response up to 13 months after implantation.                                                                     |
| [103] | Nitrided Fe | SEM demonstrated complete endothelialization of the nitrided Fe stent and only partial endothelialization for the 316L control at 7 days (rabbit model).                                                                                       | Very thin neointimal formations at 1, 6, and 12 months. Thicker neointimal formations at 33 and 53 months are seen, suggesting a moderate degree of neointimal hyperplasia.                                                            | Histology showed slight inflammation elicited by both materials at 1, 6, and 12 months. Macrophages engulfing corrosion products were observed at 12 months adjacent to the nitrided Fe stent.                             |
| [108] | Fe          | By 28 days, endothelialization was the same and essentially complete for both materials. (77 ± 15% vs 30 ± 30% at 7 days (p = 0.032), 87 ± 8% vs 64 ± 17% at 14 days (p = 0.017), and 96 ± 3% vs 97 ± 2% at 28 days (p = 0.86) ) (% coverage of Fe stent vs industry standard DES) | OCT revealed no significant differences in intimal thickness between the Fe and industry standard DES and 28 and 90 days.                                                                                                     | Histology demonstrated a consistent slight inflammatory response for both materials at 28, 90, and 180 days. Both injury and inflammation scores showed a decreasing trend over time for the Fe stent. The inflammatory scores for the Fe stents were trending in the higher direction than the industry standard DES at 28 and 90 days. |
| [109] | IBS         | Complete endothelialization by 3 months                                                                                                                                                                                                 | At 90 days, the IBS scaffold and Supporter (control) appeared to present similar histological findings                                                                                                                      | Phagocytosing macrophages present, but not yet presented to the lymph node, correlating with corrosion being in its earlier phases.                                                                 |

OCT: Optical Coherence Tomography  
SMC: Smooth Muscle Cells  
Fe: Iron  
Fe corrosion products: corrosion products of iron  
CoCr: Cobalt-Chromium  
MAC+: Macrophages positive  
DES: Drug-Eluting Stent  
IBS: IBS scaffold and Supporter (control)
Figure 4. Recent Fe-based scaffolds. a) Study from reference [103] outlines degradation of a nitrided Fe scaffold shown by micro CT 2-D images after 53 months in porcine coronary artery. Histology of the explant shows accumulation of corrosion product within the arterial wall. b) Recent preclinical success of IBS Fe stent implanted in porcine coronary arteries. First panel depicts the micro CT images of the sirolimus eluting IBS scaffold at 28, 90, and 180 days post implantation. The enlarged area shows local corrosion on the struts. The second row displays H&E stains of the IBS scaffold at 28, 90, and 180 days implantation. Adapted with permission from reference [108].

products were retained at the implant site. Additionally, endothelialization appeared to be complete by 1 month [104, 108]. Zheng et al reported a confluent eNOS+ endothelium at 1 month, demonstrating endothelial functionality [108]. In 2 cases, the nitrided Fe stents actually exhibited significantly higher rates of endothelialization relative to permanent industry standard controls, which is likely due to their reduced strut size [103, 108]. Lin et al implanted 70 µm diameter nitrided Fe stents into porcine coronary arteries for up to 53 months [103]. They found that after 53 months of corrosion, there were no abnormalities in heart, liver, spleen, lung, or kidney tissue, suggesting that the corrosion products did not elicit toxic systemic effects. However, according to their in vivo corrosion rate analysis in a rabbit model, their nitried Fe stents would require approximately 4-5 years to completely dissolve (Fig. 4a). Strategies to increase the corrosion rate include adding a polymer to the surface, for instance using degradable polyesters (PLA). These approaches have been moderately successful, with apparent acceptable in vivo biocompatibility, although the lack of data regarding in vivo endothelialization for these surface modifications make it difficult to draw definitive conclusions [110-112].

While it has become well accepted that Fe stents avoid systemic side effects, the local biocompatibility of Fe materials has recently come into question [113]. Scarcello et al showed that vascular cells in direct contact with Fe can incur substantial toxicity from the production of hydroxyl radicals during corrosion [114, 115]. In addition to the reduced cytocompatibility seen in the direct contact of vascular cells with Fe, the Mn$^{2+}$ rich soluble corrosion products of Mn-alloyed Fe stent materials are particularly toxic to vascular cell types [116]. When taken together, attempting to increase the degradation rate of Fe could result in more intense inflammatory reactions than what has been previously seen for Fe. Although increasing the corrosion rate can be of particular concern in terms of byproduct exposure, the enhanced mechanical strength of Fe allows for thinner struts in the final stent, which could translate to fewer harmful corrosion byproducts and an increased absorption rate [107]. In summary, the local biocompatibility of Fe-based devices needs to be carefully investigated with proper material controls. Additionally, thorough assessment of stented lesion outcomes after full degradation of the device still need to be reported [19]. While the local effects of Fe corrosion on neighboring tissue and cells are beginning to become clearer, the preclinical success (shown in Figure 4) of the IBS scaffold demonstrates the promising potential of Fe-based stents [108, 109, 117].

4.2 Zn based materials

4.2.1 Early in vivo examination
Figure 5. Recent Development of Zn based stents. A. Shows, from left to right histology of Zn-3Ag stents implanted in porcine iliofemoral arteries at 1, 3 and 6 months. Rightmost panel of row A. depicts a macroscopic view of Zn-3Ag stent cell design, adapted with permission from [118]. Row B is adapted with permission from a 2 year study Zn-Cu stents [119]. Two leftmost pictures depict the Zn-Cu stent in a crimped and balloon expanded state, with the x-ray diffraction pattern overlaid on the crimped stent image. Moving towards the right, a graph of the mean lumen diameter (MLD) of stented vessels throughout 2 years is shown, with the Zn-Cu stent residuals at 0 month, 12 month, and 24 month implantation time. C. Is adapted with permission from ref [120], which describes the performance of a Zn-Mg-Cu implanted stent. H&E images can be seen that span the implantation time, with quantifications of the histomorphometry given below this row.
Zn based materials have emerged as promising BRS candidates due to more favorable in vivo corrosion rates relative to Mg and Fe, and suitable mechanical properties when alloyed [15, 121]. In 2017, Yang et al. were the first to implant 24 pure Zn stents (165 µm strut thickness) into the abdominal aorta of rabbits and evaluate the biological response from 3 days up to a year [122]. After 3 days, no significant platelet adhesion or membranous thrombus formations were observed. By angiography, no arteries lost complete patency for the duration of the experiment. Immunohistochemistry for CD31 revealed a confluent endothelium by 1 month. The thickness of the neointima also appeared to slowly increase over time, but no major neointimal hyperplasia was observed. Indeed, angiography revealed a slow increase in mean diameter stenosis over time. However, the mean diameter stenosis was substantially less than 10% at 12 months. Immunostaining for macrophages revealed the highest level of inflammation at 1 month, which slowly decreased for the duration of the experiment, with most macrophages localized near the stent strut. In one case, a complete local degradation of a stent strut was observed at 12 months. However, no obvious accumulation of corrosion products was observed throughout the study. Although pure Zn has insufficient mechanical strength to effectively serve as a scaffold in an atherosclerotic lesion, this was a landmark proof of concept study in demonstrating the exceptional in vivo corrosion characteristics and suitable biocompatibility of Zn. As a result, materials scientists have been highly motivated to develop Zn based materials, primarily through alloying, with increased mechanical strength.

4.2.2 Current status and future prospects of Zn stent development

The current challenge in the Zn based BRS field lies in developing materials with suitable strength for vascular stenting applications without sacrificing the in vivo corrosion characteristics and biocompatibility that make Zn such a promising BRS candidate material. Since Zn’s introduction to the BRS field in 2013 [123], there have been many efforts to optimize Zn’s material characteristics for stenting properties, primarily through alloying [15]. To the authors knowledge, there have been four studies where Zn alloy stents have been fabricated and implanted in animal models.

In 2018, Lin et al implanted 20 Zn-0.02 Mg-0.02 Cu (wt%) stents in the left carotid artery of New Zealand white rabbits [120]. Stents were evaluated for endothelialization (by en face imaging), corrosion behavior (by micro-CT), and histology at time points ranging from 1 week to 12 months. The stents displayed a highly localized corrosion mode with partial strut corrosion seen at 12 months, which had also been seen at 12 months for pure Zn stents [122]. Endothelialization of the stents at were complete by 1 week, as rabbits typically exhibit faster endothelialization rates relative to porcine models. The neointima area gradually increased over time (Fig. 5C), with the lumen stenosis around 30% at 12 months.

In 2019, Zhou et al implanted 40 Zn-0.8Cu (wt%, 100 µm strut thickness) stents into the coronary arteries of female Shanghai white pigs and evaluated the biological response at time points ranging from 1 to 24 months [119]. They reported a similar biological response to the pure Zn study, with endothelialization being complete by 1 month. Macrophages were observed at the implant interface at 3 months, and the degree of inflammation appeared to slowly decrease at 9 months. Interestingly, by angiography the minimum lumen diameter significantly improved from 9 to 24 months (Fig. 5b), suggesting positive remodeling with the degradation of the stent.

Hehrlein et al. fabricated Zn-3 wt% Ag stents and implanted them in 15 juvenile domestic swine for 1, 3 and 6 month time points (n=15 iliофemoral artery stented segments) [118]. Angiography showed successful stent deployment, with minimal luminal narrowing at the 1, 3, and 6 month follow up times. Evidence of scaffold degradation can be seen in histological cross-sections taken at each time point, in Fig.
5a, although the direct in vivo biocorrosion rate was not measured. The same research team followed up development of Zn-Ag stents with fabrication of an “ultrathin strut” design to help alleviate stent jailing in bifurcated lesions. The combination of thinner struts and the addition of a sirolimus releasing coating significantly reduced neointimal formation (14.5±1.1 vs 9.9±0.5 vs 8.7±1.2 mm², large strut vs thin strut vs thin strut+ drug eluting coating, respectively), further demonstrating the efficacy of Zn alloy based stents [124].

In summary, Zn based stent studies revealed no cases of scaffold thrombosis and similar endothelialization properties to Fe and Mg stents in preclinical models. Promising degrees of SMC neointimal hyperplasia and inflammation were also observed. Scaffold degradation appears to suffer from localized corrosion, which may be improved by thermomechanical processing. Overall, the results suggest great biocompatibility for zinc based BRS. At this time, the field would benefit from stent implantation studies comparing the performance of Zn based BRS to industry standard BMS and DES controls. Although the field continues to actively and productively develop Zn based materials with improved strength[125], our understanding over how material modifications effect in vivo corrosion behavior and biocompatibility has not kept pace. Improving our understanding of these relationships will allow us to develop materials with not only improved mechanical properties but improved clinical outcomes.

5. Understanding the relationship between material characteristics and the neointimal response

As highlighted throughout this review, proper mechanical properties of stent materials are critical for clinical success. Insufficient mechanical strength can limit stenting applications to short, non-calcified lesions, as seen in the case of Mg based BRSs. On the contrary, exceptional mechanical strength can allow for ultra-thin strut design, leading to improved hemodynamics, and ultimately improving the biological response. As a result, most studies in the BRS field focus primarily on improving mechanical properties. Although improving mechanical properties is vital for the advancement of the BRS field, there is a major gap in our understanding between material characteristics and the neointimal response of implanted degradable materials. Modifications, such as alloying, surface treatments, and manufacturing/processing techniques all affect corrosion characteristics. Changes in the rate of corrosion, dissolution mechanism, localization/uniformity, and by-products will all affect how the local tissue responds. Improving our understanding over the relationship between material characteristics and the resulting biological response will allow us to engineer materials with improved clinical performance. In this section, we aim to review studies which highlight the relationship between material characteristics and the resulting neointimal response. Significant advances in the clarification of neointimal responses for Zn based materials has been conducted by our group, and this class of materials will comprise a majority of those covered in this section.

5.1 Development of the rodent wire implant model

While in vitro models are an efficient approach to prescreen the biocompatibility of novel BRS materials, they are a gross oversimplification of the applicational arterial space. Blood and protein/material interactions, pulsatile flow, vasomotion, and eventually complex cell/material interactions all contribute to the corrosion behavior of a BRS material. Additionally, the complexity of signaling between the initial
coagulation cascade and the ensuing cellular response, which involves cross talk between the endothelium, SMCs, and both circulating and tissue residing inflammatory cells, cannot be replicated in vitro [126]. Therefore, in order to comprehensively study the relationship between material characteristics, corrosion behavior, and the neointimal response, in vivo models which examine BRS materials in the arterial space must be utilized. In 2012, Pierson et al. proposed a wire implantation model wherein candidate metallic stent materials drawn to wires are implanted into the abdominal aorta of adult Sprague Dawley rats to simulate a stent strut, as depicted in Fig. 6a [105]. The major advantage of this model is that it allows for an efficient in vivo analysis of absorbable stent candidates relative to the high cost, specialized equipment, and clinical expertise required to fabricate and implant stents in large animal models. Additionally, the rodent model allows for comprehensive histological evaluation at the implant interface with the host artery, and high sample size analyses can be leveraged to relate material properties and their resulting corrosion behavior to the ensuing biological response. Because the murine preclinical model makes use of a single wire implant to simulate the presence of a stent strut within the vascular space, the extensive endothelial denudation and vessel injury associated with delivery of stents is eliminated. This allows for relating the biological response to the behavior of the material of interest, without the confounding variables associated with stent design, mechanical properties, and implantation injury. Guillory et al recently developed a quantitative neointimal morphometric approach for evaluating the biocompatibility of absorbable materials using this animal model [127]. Neointima tissue surrounding the wire implant was measured for area, thickness, and protrusion into the arterial lumen. Neointimal morphometrics - wire lumen thickness (WLT), neointimal area (NA), and base neointimal length (BNL) depicted in Fig. 6b1 were proposed as metrics to assess biocompatibility in stenting applications. Based on these metrics, the lumen occlusion index (LOI) was calculated, as explained in Fig. 6b2, as a corollary to the diameter stenosis metric commonly used to assess stents clinically. Guillory et al. suggest that LOI values greater than 30% or WLT values greater than 70 µm define implant failure. Table 5 summarizes studies performed that utilize the murine-based wire implant model to understand the neointimal response to the corrosion of candidate BRS materials.

5.2 Effects of BRS material class on neointimal response

In the first report to utilize the wire implantation model, Pierson et al. implanted pure Fe and Mg wires for time points of 22 days, 1.5, 3, 4.5, and 9 months [105]. Corroborating with previous reports of stent implants in larger animal models, the Fe wires corroded at a slower rate and retained a pronounced amount of corrosion products at the implant site relative to their Mg counterparts. This once again highlights the difficulty of Fe corrosion product removal by local cells. Interestingly, the study revealed that for both the Fe and Mg wires, the corrosion rate was notably higher on the wires implanted in the arterial wall as opposed to the lumen. This demonstrates the importance of developing blood contacting in vivo models to evaluate the corrosion behavior of BRS materials. In 2015, Bowen et al. made use of the wire model to showcase the difference in corrosion rates of pure Mg wires in the arterial wall compared to in vitro experiments in simulated body fluid (Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium) [128]. These findings highlight the importance of using in vivo models to evaluate corrosion kinetics, as they more closely replicate the corrosion behavior of a full BRS in larger animal study or in the clinic.

Much of the pioneering work in the Zn based BRS field was done utilizing the wire implant model. Early studies demonstrated that Zn is well tolerated within the rat abdominal aorta. In contrast to corrosion
resistant metals that display a rigid and impenetrable interface to inflammatory cells, it was shown that Zn materials develop a dynamic interface that permits the penetration of inflammatory cells, phagocytic activity, and biomatrix regeneration. The degradation rate of Zn materials is also found to be within the desired range of 0.02–0.03 mm/year. Additionally, local tissue response to the Zn implants revealed evidence of early tissue regeneration around the biocorrosion area, with no sign of local or systemic toxicity. It was shown that Zn implants could remain intact for the first 3–4 months of implantation due to the formation of a protective oxide film on the implant surface. After a few months in vivo, the corrosion products were primarily benign compacted Zn oxides and Zn carbonate. Histology and immunostaining revealed relatively small neointimal formations comprised of a thin layer of SMCs, a moderate to low level of inflammation at the implant interface, and a confluent endothelium at the earliest investigated time point of 2.5 months [129]. These findings were corroborated by Yang et al upon implantation of pure Zn stents into the abdominal aorta of rabbits two years later [122].

In 2020, Fu et al utilized the wire model to demonstrate the in vivo corrosion behavior of pure Zn and the Mg alloy WE43 relative to inert 316L stainless steel controls and the biological response to the corrosion was examined [11]. Histology and immunostaining for CD11b demonstrated that the Mg implants elicited a minimum inflammatory response, which was resolved by 24 weeks, whereas Zn and 316L implants elicited higher degrees of inflammation. Staining with picrosirius red demonstrated neointimal formations surrounding the Mg implants were more densely packed with collagen fibers than the Zn and 316L implants. Qualitatively, the presented histology figures demonstrate that at the early time point the Mg wire elicited the thickest neointimal formation. These findings suggest that for Mg, inflammation is not the major driver of neointimal formation, but rather SMC neointimal hyperplasia. On the contrary, Zn corrosion appears to elicit higher degrees of inflammation relative to Mg. These findings corroborate with recent work done by our MTU group that has suggested that inflammation is the major factor contributing to neointimal formation in Zn based materials [130]. This work highlights how use of this wire model to observe the effects of material characteristics on the biological response can inform the design of improved stent materials. In this case, it demonstrates how Mg based BRS materials may require a drug eluting coating to mitigate neointimal hyperplasia, while Zn based BRS materials must be designed with the priority of minimizing the inflammatory response.

5.3 Effects of surface treatment on neointimal response

Surface modification techniques can be used to modify the short-term corrosion behavior of BRS materials. Therefore, utilization of these techniques is a great opportunity to modulate corrosion behavior in order to fine tune the biological response. Guillory et al utilized the wire implant model to investigate how engineered surface oxide layers on pure Zn wires affect the corrosion rate and the resulting biological response [131]. Pure Zn wires were either electropolished or anodized to produce distinctive physical and corrosion characteristics. In vitro corrosion analysis revealed that the anodic coating improved corrosion resistance and led to uniform surface dissolution, in contrast to the localized pitting observed on electropolished surfaces. Moderate, more homogenous corrosion of the anodized implants improved the biocompatibility in terms of neointimal morphometrics relative to the localized variable pitting corrosion behavior exhibited by the electropolished implants. Therefore, this data suggests that surface treatments which increase the uniformity of corrosion, and minimize pitting behavior, will improve the biological response.

5.4 Effects of alloying on neointimal response
While alloying is a commonly used, effective method of improving the mechanical strength of BRS materials, careful consideration must be made when making elemental additions. Although alloying may drastically improve mechanical properties, it can also affect the neointimal response. In vivo studies utilizing the wire implant model have revealed marked differences in inflammatory response, attributed to the compositional dissimilarities of alloys that cause variations in implant corrosion behavior. Wires made of pure Zn, Zn-Al, Zn-Mg, Zn-Li, and Zn-Ag alloys were implanted into rat artery lumens to investigate biological responses of arterial environments to metals [127, 130, 132, 133]. In addition, the performance of Zn after different surface treatments have been analyzed. In general, the addition of alloying elements reduced the biocompatibility of Zn-based materials. Zn–Al alloys exhibited an intergranular corrosion vs. the surface corrosion that has been observed for pure Zn and other Zn alloys investigated so far [134]. Qualitative histological analysis revealed higher degrees of inflammation elicited by the Zn-Li and Zn-Mg implants and possible impaired endothelialization elicited by the Zn-Mg alloys [45, 132, 133]. A decrease in biocompatibility as a result of alloying Zn is a common trend, however the reason still remains unclear. Figure 6 demonstrates a decrease in biocompatibility for Zn-Li, Zn-Mg, and Zn-Ag alloys relative to pure Zn. It was speculated that Mg$_2$Zn$_{11}$ particles promote a more aggressive activity of macrophages in an attempt to metabolize this alloy phase known for increased corrosion resistance, although this remains to be proven. Similarly, the greater inflammatory response exhibited by Zn-Li implant was attributed by the increased variety of chemical species displayed to immune cells during the course of dissolution process, such as the LiZn$_4$ intermetallic. An enrichment of intermetallic particles in the corrosion product layer during in vivo degradation of Zn alloys and their effect on tissue regeneration is of concern and has not been addressed yet.

In the most recent contribution from our group, the biocompatibility of Zn-Ag-based systems were investigated (Table 5) [130]. Zn-4Ag, Zn-4Ag-0.6Mn, and Zn-4Ag-0.6Mn-0.15Zr-0.6Cu wires, as well as pure Zn and Pt control wires were implanted into the rat abdominal aorta for 6 months. A comprehensive evaluation of the inflammatory profiles using immunofluorescence techniques demonstrated a notably worsened arterial inflammatory response elicited by the Zn-4Ag and Zn-4Ag-0.6Mn alloys. Surprisingly, the Zn-4Ag-0.6Mn-0.15Zr-0.8Cu alloy elicited an inflammatory response similar to that of pure Pt controls and most notably a more favorable inflammatory response than the pure Zn control (as illustrated in Fig. 6c). This study demonstrated that elemental additions to materials (Zr and Cu in this case) can result in changes to the in vivo corrosion behavior and composition of corrosion products that ultimately improve the biocompatibility. More work needs to be done to clarify the exact mechanisms by which particular alloying additions result in favorable biological outcomes.

5.5 Effects of corrosion byproducts on neointimal response

The wire implantation model has also been used to investigate the effects of corrosion products on the surrounding tissue. In the first comprehensive evaluation of the biological response to Zn corrosion in the arterial environment, Bowen et al. reported that α-SMA immunostaining revealed a distinct lack of VSMCs adjacent to the implant [129]. Bowen speculated that corrosion products from the corroding Zn wire may elicit an antiproliferative effect on VSMCs, as this effect is not typically seen for BMS or other BRS materials. These findings were later corroborated by Yang et al, after implantation of pure Zn stents into the abdominal aorta of rabbits [122]. Since SMC hyperplasia is the primary cause of stent failure in the clinic, our group decided to investigate this phenomenon more thoroughly. To this end, pure Zn and Pt (bioinert permanent control material) wires were implanted into the rat abdominal aorta. Immunostaining revealed a reduced amount of α-SMA + cells in the neointimal formations elicited by the
pure Zn wires as opposed to Pt [135]. The pure Zn neointimas also possessed a significantly higher amount of TUNEL and active caspase-3 signal, indicative of a VSMC suppressive effect via caspase 3 dependent apoptosis. VSMC neointimal suppression adjacent to Zn implants is shown in Figure 7, which also demonstrates the persistence of this phenomenon across multiple animal models and Zn based materials. Similar to DES, the elution of Zn$^{2+}$ from the material as it corrodes could act as a therapy that prevents the proliferation of SMCs and tissue protrusion into the lumen. The data from these studies showed that Zn$^{2+}$ could specifically targets VSMCs, as endothelial cells completely regenerated over the neointimas of Zn-based arterial implants in a number of studies from different groups. This effect stands in contrast to drug eluting stents, where antiproliferative effects target all local cells non-specifically. Another benefit of Zn-based materials over those that require drug eluting polymer coatings is that Zn$^{2+}$ will continue to elute and provide anti-SMC therapy for the lifetime of the implant. These are both advantages over conventional DES, whose drugs target SMCs amongst other non-specific targets, resulting in potentially negative side-effects including delayed endothelialization.

5.6 Effects of microstructure and manufacturing processes on neointimal response

In addition to the chemical composition, microstructure also plays a key role in the biocompatibility of biodegradable metals. Microstructure impacts the biomechanical compatibility and ion release profile of biodegradable stents. Metallic stents are manufactured by either wire braiding or tube laser cutting. In both cases the stent material undergoes massive cold metal working. Unfortunately, the effect of cold working on mechanical performance and biomechanical compatibility has been largely neglected in the literature. Besides mechanical properties improvement, the microstructure design of Zn alloys helps to avoid any biomechanical damage caused by localized corrosion. A recent contribution by Mostaed et. al proved that cold working considerably changes the mechanical and corrosion performance of Zn alloys [136]. Indeed, Zn alloys after cold working experience significant drop in mechanical strength as well as distinct deterioration of the corrosion resistance. Accordingly, the microstructure design of Zn alloys helps to avoid any loss of strength and corrosion induced-mechanical degradation. Laser cutting can generate local microstructural changes due to the thermal processes [137]. Such heat effect can be limited depending on the employed laser type, while the ultrafast laser sources appear to be the solution for Mg and Zn alloys due to their higher sensitivity to heat [138]. Chemical and electrochemical finishing processes are often employed to remove the dross and heat affected zones after laser cutting. However, the control of the material removal extent by these processes is difficult due to the intrinsic degradation behavior of these alloys [139, 140]. Within the manufacturing chain an annealing stage may be required to retain the desired properties after laser cutting. In brief, the selection of materials for absorbable Zn-based stents should not be based on the mechanical, corrosion, and biocompatibility testing on thermomechanically-processed parts (as-extruded, as-rolled etc.) as they dramatically differ from those of the final stent products, which are subjected to an entire manufacturing chain including cold drawing often followed by thermal cutting and finishing operations [16]. From this perspective, the manufacturing fingerprint should be better represented at the material development stage for more reliable models. The wire implant model provides a reasonable step forward also from this perspective.

Surface modification techniques can significantly alter short-term and long-term in vivo performance of cardiovascular implants as well provide them with certain biological functions, while the main goal of the alloying and microstructure design of Zn-based stent materials is the improvement of mechanical properties, and reduction of corrosion damage by augmenting degradation uniformity and mechanical integrity of the alloys. The elements with the potential toxicological problems must be avoided or used in
the concentration that is not toxic to the host, while designing the novel cardiovascular Zn-based alloys. Similarly, the degradation products should be non-toxic and easily absorbable by surrounding tissues. Certain ions released during the progressive in vivo dissolution of Zn alloy (for example Zn, Cu or Zr) can enhance the implant biocompatibility in the arterial environment. The controlled release of these elements can be realized by proper microstructural design and/or surface treatments.

Figure 6. (a) Murine-based wire implant model, (b) scheme of neointimal morphometrics with measurement locations in relation to the neointimal formation, and various neointima types dominating in most observations in wire model: (b1) Ideal neointima types with a low profile and stable mature tissue response, and (b2) negative neointimal responses contributing to luminal area reduction and reduced vascularization, and voluminous corrosion products formation, (c) H&E staining of different Zn-based explants after 6 months of implantation showing ideal or deleterious neointimal formations as a function of the implant elemental composition. H&E staining adapted with a permission from references [130] (Zn and Zn-Ag-based wires), [133] (Zn-Li wire), and [127] (Zn-Mg wire) Created with BioRender.com
Figure 7. A) Pt implant (*) at 6 months in rat wire model demonstrating typical ASMA+ cell (green signal) localization in neointimal formations (outlined by dashed line) to biostable stent materials (60X) [130]. B) Representative neointimal ASMA+ cell localization to pure Zn implants in rat wire model (3-month implant residency, 60X) [135]. C) Low magnification image (20X) of representative ASMA+ cell localization (red signal, highlighted by white arrow) to pure Zn implants after 6 months of implant residency in rat wire model [129]. D) Representative neointimal ASMA+ cell (green signal) localization to Zn alloy implants (ZnAgMn in this case) after 6 months of implant residency in rat wire model [130]. E & F) IHC for ASMA (brown signal) at 6 and 12 months respectively for pure Zn stents in the rabbit abdominal aorta [122]. “L” identifies the lumen and * identifies the strut/wire location in each image. White arrows indicate auto-fluorescing corrosion product, which is clearly distinguishable from positive α-SMA signal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Implantation duration (months)</th>
<th>Major Findings</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zn wire, 99.99% purity</td>
<td>1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0</td>
<td>*Penetration rate &amp; immediate effects of generated corrosion products fulfill the requirements for stent application *Zn implant remained intact for 4.5 months *Corrosion products consisted mainly of ZnO &amp; ZnCO₃</td>
<td>[121]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn wire, 99.99% purity</td>
<td>2.5 4.0 6.5</td>
<td>*Excellent biocompatibility with arterial tissues *No inflammatory response *No progressive intimal hyperplasia</td>
<td>[129]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn wires -99.99% purity from 1 to 20 months</td>
<td></td>
<td>*Degradation progressed linearly for both cross-sectional area reduction (CSA) &amp; penetration rate, with up to 60% CSA reduction at 20 months *Long-term implantation produced a thick corrosion layer &amp; fibrotic encapsulation of the implants</td>
<td>[141]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Zn wire</td>
<td>0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 6.0</td>
<td>*WE43 wires showed the fastest degradation &amp; completely dissolved by 6 months *Zn wires degraded 40% of their mass after 6 months *SS wires degraded 10% of their initial mass over the whole experimental period *Fibrotic encapsulation &amp; necrosis around wires persisted in Zn &amp; SS group *WE43 showed normal morphologies of vascular walls</td>
<td>[11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*SS 316L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*WE43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Pt wire</td>
<td>3.0 6.0</td>
<td>*Neointimal cells surrounding Zn implants were significantly more TUNEL positive &amp; alpha-actin negative than Pt controls *CD68 &amp; iNOS markers were not increased in</td>
<td>[135]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In the present review, we have summarized important current developments in metallic BRS technology. Mg remains the most studied bulk material for use as a BRS and has seen success in the clinic as discussed in section three of this review [55]. This success has been limited, as degradation rates for even the most advanced materials outpace arterial healing. This has translated to slightly inferior results relative to leading DES platforms [54]. Fe is the second most studied bulk material, but remains unproven in the clinic although preclinical studies involving the IBS scaffold with a sirolimus drug eluting coating appear promising [108]. Outstanding questions for this material include the nature of persistent inflammation and compatibility of its corrosion byproducts [113-115]. Data from an ongoing IBS scaffold clinical trial, which is expected to end in 2024, should shed light on the efficacy of Fe-based scaffolds (Lifetech
Scientific, 2018 start date). Zn remains the most undeveloped BRS bulk material, although preclinical studies demonstrate promising results for this class of scaffolds [118-120, 122, 124]. Our group has shown interesting relationships between neointimal growth and development and material properties for Zn-based materials [120, 127, 129, 131-135], although development of more advanced alloys to reach mechanical benchmarks are required [15, 80].

Recent efforts in Mg, Fe, and Zn based materials include elemental profile changes as well as surface modifications to improve flaws particular to each of the three classes of materials. Many reports focus on enhancement of particular beneficial biological processes by surface changes (such as reendothelialization), but the translation of these modifications remains limited. Mg stents in the clinic and the recent IBS scaffold both contain drug eluting coatings to help mitigate stent injury responses and intimal progression during the early lifetime of the implant. The inclusion of a drug releasing polymer would negate the effect of any surface modification to augment endothelialization, and presents a limitation of Fe and Mg-based stents [147]. Currently, the task force on clinical practice guidelines recommend DES for patients that present with comorbidities that increase the risk of long-term stent failure, such as diabetes [32, 33]. Additionally, any patient that receives DES therapies must undergo uninterrupted DAPT for at least 6 months (unless the patient expects to undergo additional surgeries within the year of stent placement, in which DAPT must be disrupted) [32]. The non-trivial expense of 12-month DAPT and additional complications that arise from the local and systemic effects of long-term drug elution prompts the selective use of DES, with a place for BMS still remaining in the clinic.

The development of a BRS without a polymer-based drug eluting coating, possessing adequate mechanical characteristics and a proper corrosion profile could thrust BRS into more widespread use in the interventional cardiology field. The biological effect of a degrading metallic material not only needs to be properly characterized, but also controlled. We have shown evidence that neointimal responses can be modulated with Zn based materials, depending upon the surface and bulk material components [127, 130, 131]. Investigations of Fe materials point towards a more inflammatory dominant reaction due to inherent properties of the Fe corrosion process, and this has yet to be studied in the detail that Zn materials have.

6.1 Models for in vivo evaluation of BRS materials

The current in vivo testing framework also has limitations. Rats, rabbits, and pigs, differ physiologically from humans. Positive outcomes observed in animal models do not translate directly to humans. Porcine models were unable to predict the limitations of polymeric resorbable scaffolds that eventually led to dramatic failure in clinic trials. Additionally, need for drug eluting coatings on bare metal stents was learned from experience gained from human studies [148]. The reliance on animal testing for vascular stents poses many challenges, largely stemming from differences in reendothelialization rates, blood chemistries and total cellular profiles, faster regeneration seen in animals, and lack of large phenotypic heterogeneity in lab strains of rodents, rabbits and pigs. Additionally, almost all animal testing occurs in healthy animals, while the ultimate application for a device such as a stent is typically subjected to a variety of arterial conditions with varying lesion characteristics in the context of progressive cardiovascular disease [149].

Simulating realistic physiologic conditions is critical when evaluating materials for human use. Early in vitro testing of materials was largely performed in crude simulated salt solutions. Exploring material degradation and interfacial interactions in protein and cell containing solutions has recently gained more attention [150-154]. Clarifying the influence of cells and proteins on the degradation of biodegradable
metals is essential for understanding and predicting the behavior of Mg, Fe, and Zn-based arterial implants. In vitro investigations that allow for a more realistic simulation of tissue or cell to material interactions could be beneficial both in clarifying complex biological response mechanisms and evaluating new material modifications.

Moving towards a more realistic testing framework in vivo may be more challenging. A major hurdle when investigating the in vivo reaction towards materials is the prevalence for evaluating materials in a healthy arterial environment. Large animal atherosclerotic models have been developed, but are expensive and generally not used as a direct human analog due to inconsistent disease presentation and lack of availability [155]. While producing statistically significant data with high sample sizes in large animal disease models may prove more challenging, the biological reaction towards the material could be more representative of the variability and chronic inflammatory environment encountered in human stent recipients. Additionally, material biocorrosion behavior could be more realistic. The atherosclerotic microenvironment is a dynamic and challenging cellular milieu. It contains an abundance of lipids in oxidized and non-oxidized forms, large amounts of inflammatory infiltrates with altered respiration patterns, and in most cases necrotic cores with a variety of leached intracellular contents [156, 157]. The inert metals of BMS often fail to prevent restenosis under these conditions. Taken together, the diseased human artery represents a more chemically aggressive environment for material oxidation to take place, and biocorrosion and its ensuing biological response could be dramatically different than in normal arteries with steady state microenvironments.

Over the past several decades, molecular biologists have successfully simulated human disease through genetic manipulation of small animals. Transgenic mice are now commonly used by cardiovascular researchers to study disease progression and therapies in pathogenic environments. Specifically, atherosclerotic mouse models are available that nominally replicate atherogenesis and spontaneous lesion development (eg. Apoe-/-, VLDR-/-). It should be straightforward to adapt the wire implantation model for use in mice (as transgenic variants are largely limited to mouse strains) to study the degradation profile and biologic response to biodegradable implants. Such an approach could represent a more realistic in vivo environment for evaluating the corrosion behavior of materials and the biological response to biodegradable metals.

6.2 Development of BRS manufacturing techniques

Lastly, alloy and process development for each bulk material to improve properties is continuously ongoing. There has been a push within the past five years to explore additive manufacturing techniques for biodegradable metals. This new processing strategy is still in its infancy, but could allow for corrosion rate control and use of patient specific dimensions. While additive manufacturing for Mg, Fe and Zn remain challenging for a variety of reasons [158], the benefits could be exceptional. The use of SLM has been demonstrated to produce reasonably small strut sizes for stent applications [159]. By means of appropriate design rules, stents with bifurcations and size variations in diameter and strut size can be achieved via the layer-by-layer manufacturing technique [160]. While several considerations remain largely unexplored such as the surface finish, the final mechanical strength, and the use of open-cell design [161], several recent studies show the use of biodegradable Zn [162] and Fe [163] alloys to produce stent mesh designs by SLM. On the other hand, the biological response to the AM produced struts is still underway with some initial works on the biological behavior reaching in-vivo stage for orthopedic use.
however the authors did not find studies that reported in vivo behavior of AM materials within the cardiovascular system.

6.3 Novel candidate metallic BRS materials

Recently, molybdenum was investigated in vitro to be used as a new biodegradable metal bulk material [165]. The authors reported uniform degradation in multiple solutions, with a corrosion rate that is optimal for use as cardiovascular stents. Pure molybdenum also has inherently good mechanical properties for a cardiovascular scaffold, which could limit its need for further manipulation and processing. While promising, the biocompatibility of this new bulk material remains to be evaluated, as molybdenum exists in trace concentrations within the body, possibly hinting at its lower toxicity threshold when compared to Mg, Fe, and Zn bulk materials.

7. Conclusions

Due to the complications associated with the permanent presence of stents, as well as the rising number of cardiovascular stents implanted in the clinic annually, BRSs have gained a lot of excitement over the past decade. BRSs aim to mitigate chronic stent thrombosis, restenosis, and inflammation by serving as a mechanical scaffold long enough for the host artery to remodel and heal before completely absorbing. While polymer BRSs exhibited suboptimal performance in clinical trials due to their deficient mechanical properties, metallic BRSs with improved mechanical strength have made their way into the clinic and have demonstrated more promising results. Mg based BRSs have passed clinical trials and received market approval in Europe. Although their success in the clinic marks a major step in the advancement of the BRS field, their mechanical strength and fast corrosion rate limits their application to shorter, more calcific lesions. As a result, developing Mg based BRS materials with improved mechanical strength and/or slower degradation rates remains a consistent pursuit. This has also created an opportunity for other metallic BRS materials. Fe BRS materials boast great mechanical strength and are currently involved in a clinical trial. However, the major limitation of Fe based BRSs is a slow degradation rate. The Fe based BRS sector remains active in its attempt to develop materials with increased corrosion rates, as well as improving our understanding of the biological response to the corrosion of these materials. Zn has emerged as a candidate BRS material due to its ideal corrosion rate and excellent biocompatibility but is limited by its mechanical strength. Active work in the Zn based BRS sector aims to develop new materials with improved mechanical strength, without sacrificing the excellent biocompatibility and corrosion rate exhibited by pure Zn. For all metallic BRS materials, the effects of surface treatments, alloying, and processing/manufacturing techniques on the resulting corrosion characteristics and ultimately the biological response should be investigated in detail. This will provide critical insight into developing novel BRS materials with corrosion characteristics that are finely tuned to optimize the biological response, leading to improved clinical outcomes.
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